ABOUT KODO

Kodo was founded in 2008 by a new dad in search of true play materials for his son. Frustrated with what he found, he emboldened his background in design and engineering, submersed himself in early education philosophy, and began to build.

Today Kodo is the innovative leader in materials for ECE and we are empowering educators to expect more from their classroom materials. As we move into 2020 with a refreshed brand and a vision of impact, we are excited to present a new catalog with a glimpse of our products. We invite you to visit our website for a more expansive and immersive experience. Thank you for your support and the impact you have on early learning!
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Teaching tools matter! Kodo products are a level of quality above the rest. Steeped in a whole child approach to play and learning, our products support teacher practice and deeply engage children. Please enjoy perusing our catalog - Kodo has solutions for any program!

Visit us online at kodokids.com or call us today at 1.844.563.6543
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SCIENCE + TECHNOLOGY
Light Laboratory

Science, math, and art in one amazing 21st century learning product! Children add and subtract colored light to mix their own hues, draw, build, arrange, count, pattern, and much more. Kodo’s comprehensive Light Laboratory paired with your science curriculum equals remarkable outcomes!

Magnet Walls

Make physical science concepts relevant, fun, and dynamic with Indoor, Outdoor, and Mobile Magnet Wall systems. Children arrange the magnetic parts to explore force, motion, speed, and incline on a vertical surface. Kodo’s Magnet Walls are irresistible to young scientists and engineers!

Wind Tunnel

This clear pivoting wind tube brings a force of nature indoors for scientific play, exploration, and enthusiastic research. Children make predictions, test their theories, and collect data as objects float and fly. This Kodo Original ensures that your STEM program keeps children coming back for more!
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Light Lab Light Panel Only
$599
Like no other, this light panel produces infinite color combinations as children manually turn dials to add or subtract degrees of red, green, and blue light. Includes screen protector. 3+

Light Laboratory $1475
Experience and engage with light. This comprehensive package includes the Light Lab Panel, Screen Protector, Messy Material Tray, Weaving Ring, Marble Board, Marbles, Drawing Board, and Storage Pod. 3+

Messy Material Tray $145
Made to fit on top of the Light Lab Light Panel but great on its own! The Messy Material Tray holds all of your sensory materials in a see-through space for concentrated exploration. 3+

Light Accessories
Kodo has many different accessories to use with your light table. Each is sold individually on our website.

Rainbow Pegs $135
Lumi or Luxi Blocks starting at $275
Frosted Marbles $40

Spectrum Light Lab $1900
NEW! Perfect for libraries, museums, & STEM labs. Two bright light panels atop a storage cabinet base. The circular light panel allows children to mix the colors, while the rectangular panel remains white. 3+
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NEW! Two different natural Birch pegboards and vibrant rainbow acrylic pegs create an illuminated sensory canvas. Pegboards are 25" in diameter. Includes 140 acrylic pegs (20 each in 7 colors) and storage bag. 2+

NEW! Made to fit on top of the Light Lab Light Panel but great on its own! The Messy Material Tray holds all of your sensory materials in a see-through space for concentrated exploration. 3+
**Moon Phase Blocks** $20
Eight moon phases and the lunar eclipse all represented in block form. Total of 9 embossed and printed 1.75" cubes. A beautiful and tactile science experience. 2+

**Harlekino** $50
A geometric exploration, 60 pattern cards in red, blue, and yellow introduce children to color theory. Intriguing new hues and shapes are created when cards are layered. 4+

**Gem Spinner** $50
This large, spinning wooden disc features beautiful, glittering gems. Invites play and exploration of rotation, kinetic energy, and color mixing. 9" diameter. 12M+

**Animal X-Rays** $24
**Insect X-Ray** $22
**Human X-Rays** $30
Use these X-Rays on your light table. A fun way to introduce the complex systems that make up organisms! 3+

Science can be more than a seed in a cup! Kodo products inspire children to question, test, and naturally think like scientists!

**New!**

**Rainbow Pegboard** $350
NEW! A vibrant, interactive grid of color. 140 solid acrylic color pegs make this a highlight of the classroom! Beautiful in a window or a light source. The 19" x 19" Pegboard stands 21" tall. 2+

**New!**

**Rainbow Pegs Pack** $135
NEW! Beautiful, translucent, acrylic pegs for exploration with light and color. Includes 70 pegs (10 each in 7 colors) for arranging, counting, and stacking. Includes storage bag. 2+
The Kodo Magnet Wall will be a staple in your program! Available in multiple versions: Indoor, Outdoor, permanently fixed or Mobile. Hours of STEM learning and exploration!

Every Magnet Wall Includes:
A Fundamentals Pack of 4 magnetic ramps, 2 non-magnetic ramps, 4 deflector walls, 6 rings, 8 cups, & 30 wood balls. 3+

⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
- Options available for larger balls

Additional Magnetic Accessory Packs:
- Rubber Ramp | Maker Magnets | Chutes and Tubes | Aqua Circuits
- Wooden Gears | Water Wall | Ball Holder | Coaster Pack
- www.kodokids.com/kodo-classics/magnet-wall
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**Flight Lab $1800**  
Baltic Birch table and frame holds this clear, stationary wind tube. Two storage bowls present your materials for use. Perfect for libraries, small museums, & STEM labs. Fan is included. 68" tall x 56" long x 25" wide. 2+

**Wind Tunnel $399 + Fan**  
This piece sets the stage for STEM thinking! A column of moving air for kids to explore and experiment with. The tube adjusts from vertical to horizontal for limitless activities! The Wind Tunnel is 65” tall, with a base that is 22” x 18”. Please note, the fan is sold separately. 3+

**Pump Works $499**  
A portable water system powered the old-fashioned way - by hand! Fill the tub, add tubes or hose, and pump the handle to see the water flow. The 22" x 14" steel tub includes pump mount, pump, cups, funnels, tubing, chutes, & connectors. 3+

**Conveyor $299**  
Hands on = minds on! Kodo products leave plenty of space for children to have their own ideas about how and why things work. Learn more at Kodokids.com.

**Add Materials That Roll:**  
Natural Wool Balls $40 | Stacking Trunks $49 | Spools Pack $38 | Wooden Eggs $30 | Tins Set $50
Wood, wool, metal, and stone parts are suited for tabletop construction, ordering, patterning, numerical operations, and free exploration. Unique textures, weights, and shapes ensure these collections will attract young learners and inspire computational thinking skills!

Tools and Accessories

There are many balances out there, but none match the quality or function of our beautiful wooden Balance. Excite the senses with natural bowls and wood trays for counting, sorting, and measuring. Say goodbye to plastic counters and hello to appealing stone and hand-dyed wool. How refreshing!

Puzzles and Games

Sparkling Gem Discs, Wooden Matching Tiles, and NEW Kontu magnetic STEM Blocks make your math area captivating! Simple, modern, and engaging, our manipulatives immerse children in relevant, fun, mathematical experiences. Provide compelling parts and children will supply the meaning.

Loose Parts

Wood, wool, metal, and stone parts are suited for tabletop construction, ordering, patterning, numerical operations, and free exploration. Unique textures, weights, and shapes ensure these collections will attract young learners and inspire computational thinking skills!
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20 double-sided stones are ideal for counting, patterning, number bonds and sorting. Can be used in water and in sand, too.

**Balance** $109

Support your early childhood STEM curriculum while fostering critical thinking and fine motor skills. The 24” x 8” wooden Balance stands 14” high once assembled. Includes 4 metal cups. 3+

**Two Tone Counting Stones Stones** $35

20 double-sided stones are ideal for counting, patterning, number bonds and sorting. Can be used in water and in sand, too.

Each 1 ¾”x ¾”. 2+

**Two Tone Counting Stones Stones** $35

20 double-sided stones are ideal for counting, patterning, number bonds and sorting. Can be used in water and in sand, too.

Each 1 ¾”x ¾”. 2+

**Wooden Tray Set** $55

Five trays promote one-to-one correspondence and cardinality. Use them in your math, science, loose parts, or dramatic play space. Beautiful alternative to plastic sorting bowls. 2+

Shown with Two Tone Counting Stones

**Math & More Partitioning Tray** $135

Designed to be customized, this large tray features 100 1.75” square sections. Arrange into columns, quarters, rows, and more by simply removing any of the partitions. 3+

**Yim Yams Earth Colors** $28

NEW! Puzzle-like wooden pieces in earthy tones. Nice to combine with other manipulatives for spatial and shape concepts. Set of 8 create 4 Yim Yams. 3+

**Wooden Stacking Cones** $45

NEW! Stack, sort, order, pattern, and count these handcrafted wood cones. The 12 piece set includes four 6”, four 3.5”, and four 1.75”. 3+

**Wool Balls Earth Colors Sorting Set** $99

NEW! 42 balls in six earth colors appeal to the senses. Includes 6 wool sorting bowls in matching colors. Balls are 1.5”. 3+

⚠️ **WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD**

This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

**Mini Wooden Bowls** $30

NEW! Just the right size to hold a sorting ball, these little handcrafted wooden bowls are great for counting, stacking, and arranging with other parts. 3+
Math is everywhere! Kodo's math and manipulative products can be used in any center! Our natural, open-ended materials are a welcome alternative to single-faceted, plastic manipulatives. See more at kodokids.com.

**Kontu STEM Blocks Classroom Set $225**
NEW! A stunning system of modular, magnetic wooden bits, trays, and operations cards. This Kodo exclusive promotes STEM thinking and math fundamentals. Includes 14 trays, 57 bits, & activity cards. 3+

**Number Stacker $69**
NEW! 10 wooden stacking cubes hold stacks of wooden discs for counting games and loose parts play. Number symbols and visual numeric cues are printed on each cube. 18M+

**Gemstone Matching Tiles $45**
NEW! 12 large 2.5” square wooden tiles feature six pairs of oversized colorful gems for toddlers and preschoolers to arrange and match. Exceptional value! 12M+

**Gem Discs $199**
Exceptional quality game includes 36 wooden discs featuring sparkling gems, a pair of wooden dice, a pair of color gem dice, & velvet storage bag. So unique! 3+

**Memory Box $125**
Fill the 9 compartments with beautiful objects to promote concentration, prediction, and reasoning. 15” x 15” x 3.5” 3+
Shown with Wooden Zoo Animals

**Animal Coverings Matching Tiles $32**
NEW! Includes 30 wooden tiles - 15 animals to match with 15 close-ups of skin, fur or other coverings. The 3” x 2” tiles come in a cotton bag. Also available in Animal Habitats-match animals to their habitats. 2+
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With 26 different languages to choose from, our curated collection of beautiful alphabet and character blocks reflect many cultures. Honor the families in your community and support literacy skills in your classroom literacy center, tabletop construction space, and, of course, library.

**Sand Tray**
Symbolic writing and fine motor skills are developed naturally with these intriguing tools. Children use their fingers and other tools to create swirls, lines, and shapes. Each touch ensures fine motor muscle development. Add the light panel to support curiosity and initiative.

**Sensory Letters + Numbers**
Incorporate sensory experiences into your pre-literacy curriculum. Large wooden letters and number shapes are designed to invite tactile exploration. Children learn to recognize letter and number symbols as they fill the spaces with sensory materials - wow!

**Language Blocks**
With 26 different languages to choose from, our curated collection of beautiful alphabet and character blocks reflect many cultures. Honor the families in your community and support literacy skills in your classroom literacy center, tabletop construction space, and, of course, library.
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Sequencing, patterning, and ordering objects prepare children for reading letter and word groups. Includes 16 1.5” stone threading pebbles in four shapes, colors, and textures with 2 laces. 2+

**Threading Pebbles** $30

Recessed grooves encourage children to touch and feel the letters, or fill them with objects such as beads or clay. Letters range in size from 3.5” to 4.5”. 3+

**Upper + Lowercase Sensory Letters Sets** $115 Each

Recessed grooves encourage children to touch and feel the letters, or fill them with objects such as beads or clay. Letters range in size from 3.5” to 4.5”. 3+

**Sensory Numbers** $65

Large wooden Sensory Numbers have grooves built in, inspiring children to fill them with beads, buttons, clay, seeds, pom poms, and more. Use them for tracing, too. 10 piece set includes 0-9 3+

**Language Blocks Sets Starting at $45**

English, Spanish, Mandarin, Korean, Hebrew, Cherokee, and Arabic are among the 26 languages we offer. 1.75” cubes are artfully printed and debossed. 2+

**Sight Word Blocks** $45

Perfect for Preschool through Grade 2, these 28 blocks feature common sight words on all sides. For literacy and writing centers, tabletop construction and story starters. 1.75” cubes. 2+

**Braille Math Blocks** $26

A companion to our Braille ABC’s, this 16 block set features embossed numbers and math symbols, along with the corresponding Braille cell. 1.75” cubes. 2+
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**Water Canvas $40**
Use this 16 foot roll of water activated fabric to practice shapes and letters, and promote fine motor skills. Children paint with water and see their lines turn black - then back to white as it dries! 3+

**Slate Tablet $249**
This natural outdoor art canvas is for drawing and writing with chalk and water. Place it in a sunny spot and mix with some imagination. Includes chalk and foam brush. 3+

**Chalk Spinner $299**
The very first Kodo product is still having an impact on children’s pre-writing skill development! The whole surface of this spinning chalkboard is chalkable. Stands 18” tall. Includes chalk. 3+

**Sand Tray $189**
Wooden tray with a see-through base offers space to create. Includes a sand smoother, 2 patterned rakes for creating patterns & 2.2 lbs of fine white sand. 3+

**Sand Tray Tools:**
- Sand Tray Light Panel $100
- Sand Writer $13
- Sand Pencil Set $12
- Extra Sand Tray Sand $10
- Sand Tray Mirror $40
- Patterned Rolling Pins $24

Doodles are important! Children need many opportunities to form lines and shapes. Support pre-literacy skills and creative expression with Kodo in your classroom.
In-Person Professional Development

Trainers travel to your location to provide an interactive training which informs and transforms an educator’s practice. See our website for course offerings.

Online Professional Development

To supplement our team of on-site certified trainers, Kodo offers virtual professional development courses that include Professional Learning Communities (PLC).

PD and Product Bundles

Customized packages provide hands-on training for educators with a bundle of materials to support immediate implementation.

“Jasmine Boster, Program Director, University of Michigan Towsley Children’s House

Online Blended Coaching

Specifically designed for a team of teachers to provide online training and live virtual coaching sessions to support hands-on learning and application.

“I am happy to share that our experience with Kodo has been excellent. We learned a great deal from the professional development training that we experienced. Specifically, the training helped us learn better strategies to edit our environment in a way that best encourages children’s engagement. We also love the materials! Children never grow tired of playing with the variety of Kodo loose parts!”

Jasmine Boster, Program Director, University of Michigan Towsley Children’s House
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Ramps

Every classroom needs ramps, and Kodo is known worldwide for ours! Enrich your block or construction space or create a new learning center. These products are specially designed to foster problem solving and critical thinking skills!

Blocks

Always on the cutting edge, Kodo’s additions to block play include products created with sustainably harvested materials, handcrafted pieces, and modern forms. Child-made buildings, enclosures, and imaginary worlds support vocabulary development, spatial awareness, and communication skills, too!

Engineering Accessories

Engineering Play, the Design Process, and Systems Thinking are all enhanced with accessories. Elevate ramp structures, combine unit blocks with ramps, and inspire children to build with complexity. Choice provides children with decision making opportunities and a growing understanding of cause and effect.
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Discovery Ramps Deluxe With Caddy $319

Complement blocks or use to create a new engineering center. Our comprehensive ramp set comes in a portable caddy filled with 14 ramps, 30 balls, 3 tubes, & 4 deflectors! 3+

⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
- Options available for larger balls

Rubber Ramp Sets Starting at $210

No other product like this exists! 25 foot long piece of flexible ramp for creating curves, loops, and hills. Options include set with Stackers or Sandbags. See website for details. 3+

⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
- Options available for larger balls

Discovery Ramps Single Set $129

The best wood ramp set available! Introduce the fundamentals of Engineering and loose parts play. All the essentials are included. Four 3’’, six 2’’, and four 1’’ wooden ramps, 3 tubes, and 10 wooden balls. 3+

Tube Set $85
Tunnel Set $55

Tubes and tunnels! There's never enough in the early childhood classroom. Tube Set includes 3 sections See Inside Pipe and 6 plastic tubes. Tunnel Set includes 6 plastic tunnels in two sizes. Both sets 18M+
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Balls Starting at $12

A variety of ball weights and textures extends play and allows for testing and comparing during scientific data collection. See our website for all styles and age ranges.

Outdoor Ramps Sets Starting at $259

Made for water, balls, gravel, and slurry, Outdoor Ramp sets include 12 ramps in 2 sizes and 30 balls. Options include set with Pine Stands and set with Sandbags. 3+

⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.
- Options available for larger balls
See Inside Pipe $49
See materials flow through the pipes! Use with balls and ramps, sand and water, or with sensory materials. Contains a 1’, 2’ and 3’ section of translucent 2” diameter pipe. 18M+

Teeter Totter Ramps $69
These ramps teeter from a balance point in the middle of each. Suitable indoor and outdoor. A great addition to our Outdoor Ramps and Tunnel Kit. Set of 3 ramps in 3 lengths. 3+

Swiss Ramp Stands $299
Add instant elevation to Discovery Ramps, Rubber Ramp, and your own cardboard tubes. Set of 7 wooden pieces slot together in endless ways. 3+

Ramps are Kodo's specialty!
Copied, but never duplicated, Kodo ramps are designed for engagement and depth of learning! You won't find a more robust selection of ramps & accessories anywhere else.

Investigation Books $15
Kodo offers more than just products. We take education seriously, from the materials in the classroom to teacher practice. Our Investigation Books are full of provocations, materials suggestions, vocabulary and book recommendations.
Choose from Ramp, Rubber Ramp, Outdoor Ramp, Wind Tunnel, or the Magnet Wall.
Brickles are smaller scale building bricks to use with other Korxx sets or to embellish unit blocks. Use them in the math center. They even float! 10 1.1” cubes, 7 columns, & mini felt bin. 12M+  

Korxx Building Brickles $45

Korxx Building Forms Color Mix $150  
Our cork blocks are so popular, we've answered your request for more styles! 56 pieces come in seven different sizes with a variety of shapes. Sturdy felt storage bin included. 12M+

Korxx Big Building Blocks $135  
These big builders are particularly well suited for toddlers and preschoolers to build big! Great to combine with other Korxx sets. 2+ 10 Rectangles 3.5” x 3.5” x 7” 4 Cubes 3.5” x 3.5” x 3.5”

Table Towers $85  
CUSTOMER TOP PICK  
This collection of wooden parts supports engineering skills! 75 pieces include cubes, people, rings and more, & come in a large canvas storage bag. 3+

Wheel and Axle Kit $699  
Support investigations of simple machines, vehicles, wheel and axle combinations, & chain reactions. Wheels easily click on and off the axles. The storage base holds 24 wheels, 6 axles, and 3 platforms. 3+

Half Round 24” $150  
Half Round 48” $225  
This curved plywood seat, tunnel, or construction element is a open-ended addition to any center. Children love to climb, rock, or use it for building with blocks and other loose parts. 18” diameter. 12M+
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Timber Stackers $1500
Large scale engineering for your outdoor classroom! 95 pieces can be stacked and connected to create amazing structures. Made of solid Redwood. 3+

Wooden Arch Set $79
Children incorporate arches and tunnels in their block buildings to create new and exciting structures. Set includes 2 tunnels and 8 arches. 3+

Wood Stacking Trunks $49
Wood Stacking Discs $49
Pebble Animals $35
Handcrafted wooden pieces to use alone or together. Perfect in a small construction space. See website for details.

Wooden Loose Parts Kit $320
A comprehensive collection of wooden loose parts and storage bags. Perfect for open-ended small construction and dramatic play!

Large Sandbags $55
Small Sandbags $55
Flexible sandbags are great for creating stability in your block and ramp space. 20 large or 30 small sandbags come empty for you to fill. Includes ties. 18M+

Construction Planks $199
Large-scale construction needs large parts! Nice for bridges, roads, and balance beams. Use with blocks, Wooden Arches, or our Sandbags. 12 pieces. 3+

Engineering play is an ideal time to embrace the Design Thinking Process. Mistakes are fuel for problem solving. Learn more about Design Thinking with our PD offerings for educators at kodokids.com/pd
Plastic is out - natural materials are in for social play and meaning making! Our natural wool foods, play silks, and NEW Empathy Dolls are simply irresistible. Use for thematic studies, as props for your home space, and for quiet play in the cozy area.

Dramatic Play

Plastic is out - natural materials are in for social play and meaning making! Our natural wool foods, play silks, and NEW Empathy Dolls are simply irresistible. Use for thematic studies, as props for your home space, and for quiet play in the cozy area.

Playscape Platforms

At last, a system of circular platforms and arches that children use to design their own landscapes for dramatic play and story construction! Use in the block space to support engineering skill development. Small platforms are perfect for tabletop building, too!

Story Play Props

Not your run of the mill materials! Our curated collection of dramatic play and story props are designed to support social and emotional growth and promote language development. Natural textures and colors engage the sense of touch and offer visual appeal. They are simply beautiful!
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Playscape Platforms $850
Children arrange the modular pieces into landscapes and architectural systems. Make a table, a tower, a series of stepping stones, and much more with 4 arches, 6 circular platforms, and a double circle curved base. Invites representation with story figures and block play props. 3+

Additional Story Props:
Wool Mouse Family $35
Wooden Pebbles $35
Wool Woodland Animal props $60
Wool Acorns $35

Wool People Story Props $130
Nine people to use with block or story construction. Perfect for libraries and literacy spaces. Wooden feet allow these poseable people to stand. 3+

Wool Farm Animal Story Props $90
Inspire storymaking or re-enact farm themed storybooks with this engaging 14 piece collection. Adult sheep are special - their coats come off! 3+

Felted Wool Play Mats $35
Set of 2 includes a meadow and icy lake for magical story making. 15” x 15” wool mats vary slightly due to the nature of natural material construction. 18M+

Wool Creekside Story Props $125
Props for imaginary worlds. This set includes 3 Spring Trees, 3 Autumn Trees, 6 Flat-bottomed Rocks, & 1 Wooden Bridge. 3+
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Wool Fruits Crated Set $175
With over 30 pieces, your preschoolers, kindergartners, and school-age children will have plenty to go around as they pretend to cook and play market. 3+

Bread + Board Set $99
Made of wool, this 34 piece collection includes enough sliced bread, rolls, bagels, and sandwich makings for several children. Hand carved wooden breadboard included. 3+

Wool Vegetables Crated Set $175
Carrots, cauliflower, lettuce, a plump tomato and so much more come in this delightful 16 piece felted wool set. What an exciting change from plastic! 3+

Wool Pizza Set $50
Who doesn’t love pizza? This 44 piece set includes a felted wool pizza stone, pizza cutter and plenty of toppings. Includes 44 pieces. 3+

STEM concepts, communication skills, and social behaviors emerge and evolve during dramatic play experiences with unique materials. See more on our website!

New!

Empathy Dolls $99 Each
NEW! Designed to support social-emotional skill development, Empathy Dolls feature anatomical parts, friendly facial expressions, and are weighted to feel real. Each 25.5” 3+

Additional Dramatic Play Props:
Wooden Eggs $30 | Play Silks $11 each | Wood Play Clips $35
Our curated collection of dust-free Jurassic Sand, natural grains, and a variety of seeds are for pouring, sifting, grinding, mixing, and mashing. Natural materials fuel early scientific investigations about the properties of materials, transformation, measurement, and mathematical operations.

Mobile Science + Sensory Lab

This modular system of trays, tools, and bins encourages children to arrange the work surface themselves. Create a materials exploration center, mud kitchen, or mobile base camp for indoor and outdoor STEM investigations. The most versatile and comprehensive sensory table on the market!

Tools & Equipment

Funnel Stands, Scoops, Sifter Scoops, and Stackable Pans top the list of Kodo’s sensory tools for indoor and outdoor spaces. Tools are the best technologies for young explorers to exercise fine motor muscles, explore cause and effect, and investigate the natural world.

Sensory Materials
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Elevate funnels for enriching interactive exploration as children scoop, pour, and watch the materials flow! Heavy duty 30” x 15” stand includes 6 funnels. 18M+

**Funnel Stand $79**

**Toddler Funnel Stand $79**

Custom Top Pick
At a height of 23”, children love to scoop up sand, gravel, or water and see how materials travel through the 5 funnels. 38” x 18” wood base. 3+

**Outdoor Funnel Stand $160**

Sand Shapers $99
This summer favorite is a set of extremely durable tools to flatten, stamp, make patterns, and smooth wet sand. Set of 10 includes 2 trowels and 8 unique shapers. 18M+

**Mobile Science and Sensory Lab $1550**

Interchangeable trays, bins, and tools holders allow for a variety of setups and explorations. Heavy duty wheels make it mobile. Engineered to support inquiry, this comprehensive package is the ideal indoor or outdoor science and sensory centerpiece. Includes metal pans & screens, scoops, sliding platforms, containers, & tool holder. 3+

Sensory Tools
We have many tools and accessories for sensory exploration. Please see our website for more!

Scoops $5 + $6
Ice Molds $45
Round Trays Set $30
Sensory Bins Starting at $33
Sheet Pans Starting at $25
Stackable Pans $40
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Crunchy Cocoa $25
25lb bag of Crunchy Cocoa is the ideal sensory table material! It’s crisp, crunches like dry leaves and smells like chocolate. 100% cocoa bean shells. Cocoa is a bean, not a nut. 3+

Activity Tray $99
CUSTOMER TOP PICK
High quality Maple frames a watertight steel interior. The 24" x 24" tray is magnetic, too! Use this portable piece for small groups. 18M+

Kinetic Sand $28
Kinetic Sand is an amazing sensory material that only sticks to itself, making cleanup easy. Perfect on a tabletop or in Kodo’s Messy Material Tray. Includes 5.5 lbs. 3+

Sensory Materials Variety Pack $340
Over 100 lbs of bulk materials, 10 scoops, & 10 stackable storage containers - everything you need to fill your sensory table for an entire school year. See our website for details. 3+

A sensory rich environment is essential for brain development. To see our full line of sensory materials and tools for indoor and outdoor exploration, visit kodokids.com

Calming Stones $35
NEW! When situations call for calming, offer children one of these 12 smooth stones to hold, rub, or fiddle with. 2" stones arrive in an organza bag. 3+

Sensory Leaf Matching Tiles $42
Beautiful wooden tiles offer an engaging, tactile way to explore pattern and shape in our natural world. They’re perfect for matching games, taking imprints and making rubbings. 18M+
INFANTS + TODDLERS
Early Engineering

Toddlers love to test their ideas over and over again. Engineering skills begin with exploration and grow with repetition. Support emerging engineering play behaviors, logic and reasoning, and communication skills with ramps, balls, and building blocks all designed for toddlers.

Tactile Materials

Natural wool, cloth, cork, and metal all contribute to a rich collection of textures and weights. Our Sandbags, Korxx Blocks, and Wool Balls activate the senses, spark inquiry, and foster vocabulary development. STEM concepts such as shape, size, color, and number begin with a classroom full of varied materials.

Toddler Tools

Tools help get a job done. For toddlers this is no exception. Our line of toddler tools empower youngsters to experiment and understand the intent, purpose, and satisfaction of using a tool to accomplish a goal. Trial and error, prediction, and cause and effect relationships are all practiced using tools.

Visit us online at kodokids.com or call us today at 1.844.563.6543
These cork blocks allow for stable building without slipping. They’re lightweight so if structures topple children are safe. Designed for use indoors, outdoors, and in water. 12M+

**Korxx Blocks Starting at $45**

These cork blocks allow for stable building without slipping. They’re lightweight so if structures topple children are safe. Designed for use indoors, outdoors, and in water. 12M+

**Toddler Ramp Set $99**

CUSTOMER TOP PICK

Designed for young children to explore motion, elevation, and construction with open-ended parts. Use with balls, water, mud, slurry, & natural materials. Includes 8 ramps, 10 balls, 10 sandbags. 18M+

**Melody Balls $80**

Each color pair in this collection of 12 melodic beechwood balls has its own unique sound. Use on their own or with Kodo’s Toddler Ramp and Toddler Ball Run sets. 18M+

**Toddler Ball Run $235**

Toddler Ball Run has a different design making them perfect for your early STEM curriculum. Use them individually or compare side by side. Includes ten 2” balls. 18M+

**Toddler Ball Stacking Game $175**

Support visual perception, fine motor development, and critical thinking skills. Set of removable columns for early math exploration includes 36 wooden balls and a circular track. 2+

**Nested Wool Bowl Sets Starting at $25**

Soft but sturdy nesting bowls offer a beautiful way to store and display materials. Set of 3 and 7 available on our website. 18M+

**Wool Balls Sets Starting at $20**

Having a variety of balls in different sizes, shapes and textures provides opportunity for comparison. Use them to fill a bin, then empty. Roll, toss, & carry them. Do it all over again! Learn more about wool balls on our website. Sizes and styles vary. 18M+ to 3+

Visit us online at kodokids.com or call us today at 1.844.563.6543
Cloth Tails $32
Cloth tails are a soft flexible addition to your loose parts collection. Young children love to fill up bags and bins with them and carry them about. Includes 10 Tails, each 12", & bag. 18M+

Toddler Table Towers $85
Wooden discs, people, wheels, spools, and rings for stacking, arranging, and toppling down. Endless possibilities for supporting early STEM concepts. Includes a canvas storage bag. 2+

Sensory Stackers Starting at $70
As toddlers attempt to place the textured rings on the wooden stacker stands, they explore spatial relationships and develop dexterity. 18M+

Blue Wool Stack $40
Toddlers explore balance, size, and color as they stack, build, sort, and order the five piece Blue Wool Stack. Smallest piece is 2.5" in diameter, largest is 6.5" in diameter. 18M+

Stack, topple, fill, empty, line up, and push about are a toddler's way of understanding spatial relationships and so much more!

STEM Learning Starts Early
Increase fine motor control, dexterity, hand to eye coordination, and support your STEM curriculum with lots of sensory play. Learn more about our products and Infant Toddler Professional Development courses at KodoKids.com/PD.

Toddler Sensory Tools + Accessories
Toddler Funnel Stand $79 | Scoops $5 | Mirrored Shape Set $40
Stackable Pans $40 | Activity Tray $99